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 SOME ILLUSTmZAT]ONS of FRIENDLY SOCIETY FINANCE.
 By REV. J. FROME WILKINSON, M.A., F.S.S. (Mlfember of the
 Committee of the Friendly Societies Conference).
 [Read before the Royal Statistical Society, 23rd April, 1895.
 C. S. LocH, EsQ., Vice-President, in the Chair.]
 THE purpose of the short paper offered to-day is no more than
 supplemental to the more comprehensive paper which we have
 iust heard. If it were otherwise, it would be singularly out
 of place, but restricted, as it is, to the elucidation of an issue
 which carries with it life or death, I trust it may not be without
 its usefulness. The general position of the friendly society and
 mutual thrift movement has been put before us in its various
 economic, social, and financial aspects. Mly present aim is to do
 no more than illustrate the last of these aspects by means of a few
 selected examples which may help us to more accurately determine
 the exact financial position of those associations of the British
 workman, which, under the friendly society system, offer sickness
 benefits, as well as a small sum at death. We shall be better able
 to gauge weak places in the machinery, and indicate the lines ou
 which financial reform should run, after analysing typical examples.
 In other words, it is most necessary to diagnose the case before
 attempting to prescribe remedial measures. I would, further,
 claim the indulgence of skilled financial and actuarial authorities
 in trespassing upon their ground. My excuse must be a long and
 close acquaintance with the inner workings of these associations,
 and the hope that a knowledge from the inside, so to speak, of the
 subject, combined with a reformer's zeal, will be allowed to cover
 lack of skilled and technical training.
 The general financial status of friendly societies may be best
 summed up in a return asked for by Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, and
 incorporated in the Chief Registrar's Report for 1891. I believe
 this return occupied the central office for no less than six months,
 and largely anticipated the detailed summaries of later valuations
 which the office are now in process of issuing. It is perhaps the
 more desirable to make this return a starting point, since it appears
 to have been strangely overlooked, and, so far as the test of utility
 goes. to have been almost labour thrown away. The return gives
 the total number of members, amount of funds, latest valuations
 VOL. LVIII. PART II. X
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 (showing surplus, or deficiency, of assets to liabilities), and number
 of defaulters to the legal obligation of registered bodies to make
 annual and quinqueunial returns. The whole purpose of the
 return is to show the exact financial position of different classes
 of friendly and collecting societies. The range of the paper is
 confined, as has been already noted, to friendly societies proper,
 to the exclusion of bodies under section 30 of the Friendly Societies
 Act. These are tabulated under two heads:
 I. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
 Numher Niiiier Amount of Fuuds. on Register. of Mebers.
 Societies with branches............ 16400 1,727,8C9 I2,1 2 ,202
 Independent societies ........... 10,426 2,133,710 9,289,361
 Total ..................... 26,826 3,861,519 21,410,563
 The valuations work out as follows:
 II.
 Total NuimberNumber of Votiniations.
 ofs Showing som ing Surplus. Deficiency.
 valuation s 51 Ql l l
 Surplus. IDefiieiicy.
 Societies with branches.. 11,242 2,281 8,961 874 679 6,716,838
 Independent societies .... 3,717 827 2,890 6 8, z 2 3,90 ,43 5
 Total ................. 14,959 3,108 1L,851 1 532,931 io,6I8,2 73
 The total number of societies and branches on the register
 on 1st January, 1890, which failed to make annual returns for the
 past year was 9,279; while i3,492, out of a grand total of 26,865,
 failed in the matter of quinquennial valuation. At first sight,
 consequently, it looks as if one half of the number of registered
 friendly societies had neglected to comply with the requirements
 of the Valuation Clause of the Act of 1875, and had become
 defaulters to their legal obligations. This proportion, however,
 must be largely discounted, and does not militate against sound
 financial position to the degree the bare figures would lead the
 casual inquirer to suppose. 'Tbe return itself contains explanatory
 foot notes which go to show that the comparison between societies
 and branches that have made their valuation returns and those that
 have failed to do so is fallacious, and calls for large qualifications to
 be made; larger even, if I may venture on an independent opinion,
 than the Chief Registrar would perhaps bor' willing to allow. We
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 have to bear in mind three several sources by which the adverse
 balance will be much reduced in proportion:
 (l.) That over 4,ooo bodies had so recently registered that
 their valuation returns were not due.
 (2.) That a large proportion were exempted from making these
 returns, being either, for example, dividing or deposit societies on
 the one hand, which from their financial principles (or the lack
 of such) escape the test of valuation, or, on the other, juvenile
 societies, with strictly limited liabilities, that do not require the
 application of the test.
 (3.) That the register was an old one, dating, I believe, from
 the "thirties," and still retaining a large number of societies
 which were no longer in existence.
 This last consideration is the most far reaching of the three,
 and, from a comparison of the numerous blanks in the summaries
 of annual and quinquennial returns, with the results of inquiries
 made at special centres, I am still of opinion that quite four-fifths
 of the older societies (mainly of the independent class) on the
 register, and not making returns, should be numbered among the
 dead, or, as the Chief Registrar has more euphoniously phrased it,
 shall be set down as " unrecorded dissolutions." And this estimate
 is borne out by a comparison between the valuation returns issued
 in 1886 and those for the succeeding quinquennium which are now
 being issued from the central registry office. A very considerable
 number of bodies on the register have disappeared, the result of
 local inquiries that the office have been in a position to make. It
 is to be hoped that, under a gradual process-I am afraid the men
 and means at the command of the office are not such as to enable
 the work to be more quickly executed-the old register will be
 brought up to date, and no longer contain a " mixed multitude " of
 the living and the dead.
 But while it is manifest that we must not press any comparison
 between the number of bodies which have, or have not, made
 their quinquennial returns, there are undoubtedly a proportion,
 though not a large one, of societies which have neglected their
 legal obligations as registered bodies.
 To return to a consideration of the valuation statistics them-
 selves, I shall not attempt to proportion the relative amount of
 deficiencies between societies with branches and independent
 societies. A glance at the " Reports of the Summaries of Valuation
 "'Returns " will show that, owing to the ruling of the late MXl. Tidd
 Pratt, branches could not, until after the passing of the enabling Act
 of 1876, register as such. Consequently, though in steadilylessening
 numbers, we have bodies which are (and often have been for long
 periods of years) still classed with independent societies, though
 x 2
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 de jure, by right of birth and constitution, they are part and parcel
 of a society of the affiliated type.
 Again, there are other reasons against pressing the rough
 classification into societies with branches and independent societies
 very far. I shall venture to draw a somewhat stricter definition
 of the first of these two divisions; and restrict it to those bodies
 which not only possess nominal branches, but also bomlZt fide
 permanent branch benefit funds, besides central fund or funds.
 For example, it is not customary to include among the orders,
 or affiliated societies, a county society like the Hampshire or
 Dorsetshire Friendly, a centralised or semi-centralised society like
 the United Patriots (London), or the Rational Sick and Burial
 (Manchester); there are a number of bodies which have what have
 been aptly termed "shadow" branches, paying-in agencies which
 transmit to the one central office. Such are scarcely to be ranked
 among the number of affiliated orders or societies with branches.
 Once again mention is made in the valuation summaries of
 between i30 and 140 affiliated orders, of which 35 are designated
 Oddfellows. We may dispense with the hundred at once, as being
 only nominally societies with branches. High sounding in title,
 they, for the most part, consist of off-shoots which have severed
 themselves from their respective parent body and set up on their
 own account. They are markedly "independent" societies, con-
 sisting, more often than not, of some single lodge, or court, of
 an order, restricted in geographical area of membership to a single
 town or village, and containing in themselves. in a state of arrested
 development, central body, district, and lodge or court; 65 of them
 are limited to a membership of from 36 to under 300; in short, a
 more careful inspection-which, of course, it is beyond the duty of
 the central registry office to undertake-would result in the
 transfer of a large number of bodies from one class to the other.
 We must not consequently lay stress on the proportions of the
 total differences and total surpluses which are respectively set
 down to societies with branches and those societies of the inde-
 pendent class; nor should the totals of members and worth of funds
 of the respective classes be regarded as more than approximate.
 It will be safer to rely on the grand totals of both classes together,
 which, as we have already noticed, work out as follows:
 Number of members ...... .......... 3,861,519
 Funds ................ 21,410,563
 Surplus under valuation ....... ......... I,53 2,93 1
 Deficiency............................................................ io,618,273
 The total number of valuations which show a surplus of assets
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 to liabilities is 3,108, while the numbers showing a deficiency is
 It must, however, be borne in mind that in an affiliated order,
 the one valuation summary is in reality nothing more than the
 totals of the valuations of the several branches which belong to
 the respective orders. Strictly speaking, each of these is a
 separate valuation.
 I proceed to take some typical illustrations, in order to make
 clear the manner in which these surpluses and deficiencies in
 friendly society finance have been arrived at, preparatory to very
 briefly indicating possible roads to more secure ground.
 If wve accept, for the purposes of illustrations the total
 deficiencies of societies with branches as approximately correct, we
 shall find that twvo great societies-twin giants of their class-the
 Manchester Unity of Oddfellows and the Ancient Order of
 Foresters, contribute between them about half of the gross
 aniounit of deficiency. This, as we shall see, is in a great
 ieasure due to their larger growth; in other words, it is absolute,
 not re] ative. Let us take the Foresters first. I shall gather
 particulars from the statement of valuations issued by tl)e society,
 as compiled by Mr. James Barns, a distinguishedc mnmber of the
 Order. And here, in the first place, it is necessary to note that
 not only are the valuations, or financial stock-talkingr., of the
 several districts and courts separate actuarial estimates of the
 financial position of these said branches, but they have been made
 by different hands. The Order has not thought well to appoint
 one valuer or firm of valuers, as, so far as I am aware, has been
 the case vitb other societies, but has left it open to each district or
 court out of district (local branches, that is, which are directly
 connected with the central body, without the intermediation of the
 local limb, as it were, of a district) to appoint its own valuer.
 I am afraid I am unable to commend this system, or rather lack
 of system. There are still too many branches of the affiliated
 orders that are advocates of a cheap economy which is not
 promotive of efficiency. Legal obligations have to be fulfilled,
 but perfunctory carrying out of such, at a minimum of cost, quite
 satisfies the average member, who too often has a traditional and
 non-scientific financial test of his own, which he thinks good
 enough without troubling himself about what he calls " Govern-
 "ment " valuations-which mean money. Tenders are asked for
 when the valuation becomes due, and in too maany cases the lowest
 is accepted without further inquiry. There is no need for me to
 attempt to lay down the essentials of efficient valuation, that has
 already been done once for all by one of our Fellows, Mr. Francis
 G. P. Neison. I will only remind you that too often the standard
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 tables (either Ratcliffe's or Neison's) are used, while the actual
 sickness and mortality experience of the respective branch under
 valuation is not compared with the standard employed, and some-
 times the fact that the branch funds may be earning a less rate of
 interest than that calculated upon by the compiler of the tables
 of contribution is not sufficiently pressed home; while the conse-
 quent loss itself is not allowed for in the actual figures. Nor are
 the same methods always followed: one valuer will make large
 allowances for the financial value of secessions, while another will
 sternly set his face against the more common practice. I now
 proceed to give the valuation itself, as at 31st December, 1890:-
 Dr. Liabilities. Assets. Cr.
 Present; value of- ? Present value of- ?
 Sick benefits .................. 1 i,08o,393 Total funds ................... 2,756,059
 Funeral benefits ............ 3,477,125 All contributions ............ 9,373,148
 Contributions to district 1 I 39,go6 Funeral re-assurances ........ 2,95,784
 funeral fund .......... IJ Share of district funds or
 Share of district deficiencies 6I7,972 district surplus ............ 44f070
 Other liabilities ................ 354,770 Other assets .................... 189,397
 Liabilities not detailed .... I,082,359 Assets not detailed .. 838,092
 15,396,550
 Deficiency . 2,3 55,975
 174752,525 I7,752,525
 I have taken the valuation schedule in the Foresters' " Green
 "Book," in which some of the detailed figures are more recent
 than those in the official summary of valuations. The result is in
 favour of the Order, since the degree of solvency is 178. 4d. in
 the ?, as against i6s. iod. A few notes, chiefly gathered from
 the compiler's report, will -not be out of place for the better
 elucidation of certain details:-
 That in 2,733 courts out of 3,610 the valuation rate of interest
 was 3 per cent.
 That in 809 the valuation rate of interest was from 34 to 4 per
 cent.
 That " other liabilities " chiefly represent reserves for excessive
 sickness experience, liabilities of widow and orphans' fund and
 funeral benefits to children, with balances of funds other than sick
 and funeral.
 That " other assets " in the main represent a x63,5191. abate-
 ment for light sickness.
 That 2,925 courts show deficiencies to the amount of 2,373,4241.
 That 685 courts show surpluses to the amount of i84,9491.
 That, consequently, 8i per cent. of courts show deficiencies,
 and i8 per cent. surpluses.
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 That while the average degree of solvency is shown to be x78. 4d.,
 708 courts were under a 15S. degree of solvency in the ?, in round
 numbers, 20 per cent.; 1,050 courts over i5S. and under i7s. 6d.,
 or 29 per cent.; 1,150 courts over 17s. and under 20s., or 31 per
 cent.; the remaining courts possessing surpluses.
 Reserving any general observations until we have had other
 illustrations in friendly society finance before us, one or two
 particular notes seem to be called for. Seventeen districts made
 no returns; hence we have not here the full strength or full
 weakness of the society as a whole. A supplemental " Green
 " Book " has been promised, which would supply lacunci, but, up to
 the present, it has not been issued, chiefly, it is said, for economical
 reasons. It would not be fair to assert that such a supplement
 would in the main go to swell the deficiency, side, though it must
 be allowed that those branches or courts whicb systematically
 neglect to make returns are, on the face of it, under a much less
 than average degree of efficient management, and are, consequently,
 not likely to come up to average financial solvency.
 Further, I cannot help expressing regret that one recom-
 mendation of the High Court of 1883, which authorised the
 publication of the " Green Book," has not been carried out;
 namely, that the suggestions of the respective valuers of courts
 and districts for the removal of deficiencies should be inserted. It
 appears from the individual returns made to the executive
 council and examined by the compiler, that in many of them " the
 " information was very meagre, containing only the total liabilities
 " and assets with deficiencies or surpluses." This omission is to
 be the more regretted, since the total valuation statistics of the
 Order, as a whole, represent nothing tangib le with regard to the
 application of remedial measures, the strength or weakness residing
 in each individual branch. In other words, deficiencies are local,
 and the exact application of treatment must necessarily be local
 also. But without a knowledge of the special remedies and con-
 ditions applicable to each branch, it would seem scarcely possible
 to bring the influence and prestige of the Order and a strong
 current of pablic opinion to bear on the several parts of the
 machinery which stand in need of overhauling. This, again, is
 only another instance of the drawbacks that must attend the
 employment of a " mixed multitude " of valuers.
 Further, though the " Green Book " contains summaries of the
 second valuation of the courts and districts of the Order, it is
 the only one which has been published, so any comparison with a
 previous quinquennium is out of the question. It is true that the
 registry office has issued two reports of valuations for 1880 and
 1885 respectively, but, as the executive council of the Order note,
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 the reports were so incomplete in numbers and the data so
 insufficient that no trustworthy comparison could be made.
 We must not take leave of the Foresters without mention of
 the splendid work of a Fellow of this Society, Mr. Francis Neison,
 on the " Data of Mortality and Sickness" of the Order.
 Mr. Neison furnished ample and trustworthy data for the valua-
 tion, and perhaps the best thing that can be said about the different
 branch valuations is, that the respective valuers appear to
 have made the best use of Mr. Neison's brains. The data
 furnished to Mr. Neison embraced i,302,166 years of life, covering
 a single quinquennium.
 Turning to the Manchester Unity, we are at once in a position
 to make a series of interesting comparisons. As is well known,
 the Manchester Unity has been the financial pioneer among the
 societies with branches, having made, on the advice of Henry
 Ratcliffe, an application of the financial test of valuation before it
 became, under the Act of 18735, compulsory on all registered
 societies, except those specially exempted. I need not either stay
 to remind you of the sickness and mortality experience of the
 great Secretary of the Order, which has become the standard
 authorised by the Treasury in their instructions issued to public
 valuers. Suffice it to say that the first valuation of 1870 was
 undertaken on the Order's own sickness experience of 2,948,839
 years of life, yielding a sickness of 3,905,346 weeks. A comparison
 is given below of the general summary of the first and second
 valuations, both made by Mr. Ratcliffe himself
 1870. 1875.
 Number of members making returns 376,580 462,834
 not 33,823 2,583
 Capital in hand .......................... 2,558,7351. 3,607,1261.
 Total liabilities .......................... 10,767,8381. 11,936,2761.
 Total assets............................................ 9,424,3911. 11,564,1111.
 Number of lodges with surplus ....... 804 1,583
 Amiount of surplus ........................ 17,2301. 213,1301.
 Number of lodges with deficiency 2,359 i,go6
 Amount of deficiency ........................ 1,360,6771. 588,2981.
 Before entering upon an examination of these statistics, it will
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 be the better plan to give the results of further valuations, and so
 bring the illmxtration up to date:
 1880. 1885. 1890.
 Number of members returned.. 4 7 2, 3 8 8 534,20 z87,9i z
 Present worth of capital ......... ........ 4,250,3821. 5,167,33S1. 6,076,1161.
 Total liabilities ........................... . 13,313,6821. 16,239,487/. 18, 7 74,756/.
 ,, assets .. ... 12,685,8621. 15,474,6661. 18,143,4911.
 Number of lodges with surpluses -.... 1,3 62 1, 14
 Amount of surpluses .............. .. 617,6361. 604,07P01. 702,06781.
 Number of lodges with deficiencies -... 2,190 2,094
 Percentage deficient ........................... 6xIo8 6I 55 57 83
 Amount of deficiencies ........................ 1,315,5861. 1,368,8911. 1,333,343/.
 These comparative statistics might doubtless be given in a
 more strictly scientific method, but I have thrown them into this
 form in order to show more clearly what appear to be the general
 conclusions and lessons which may be drawn. There stands out
 on the front of such, the fact, sometimes overlooked by outside
 unskilled criticism, that valuation is no absolutely accurate
 measuring rod, but (when efficient) the most approximate estimate
 of financial position which can from time to time be made. We
 also have the advantage of continuity of methods, together with
 improvements such as a growing knowledge and more accurate
 application suggest. The three last financial stock-takings afre the
 work of the veteran actuary of the Manchester Unity, Mr. Reuben
 Watson, the pupil and successor of Henry Ratcliffe. We see,
 further, how necessary it is for the purposes of sound judgment
 that the test of valuation shall be applied wvith regularity, at the
 least quinquennially, and that, consequently, it is the more difficult
 to judge of the exact financial position of a great, wide stretching
 Society like that of the Ancient Order of Foresters, when we only
 have before us the results of a single valuation. I proceed to make
 such observations as the twenty years' survey of the finances of the
 Manchester Unity seem to call forth, and in so doing I would
 once for all beg to acknowledge my indebtedness to my friend,
 Mr. Reuben Watson. I have done little more tban put together
 the observations that he has from time to time felt it his duty to
 make in those full valuation reports that have been issued to
 members and the public by the Society, and to add a few explana-
 tory notes.
 Besides the general summaries, we have observations upon each
 district in the Order, giving the word of encouragement to persevere
 in well doing, and also, where necessary, the emphatic, plain-
 spoken warning, with clear indications of the better way, the path
 to the goal of actuarial solvency.
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 There was no need to continue, after the first two valuations, to
 give the number of members not making returns. For practical
 purposes the later valuations may be taken as complete, giving
 from time to time the financial position of the Order in Great
 Britain.
 The worth of capital shown is that of the different lodges, not
 the full capital of the Order, which would be inclusive of sub-
 sidiary insurances. The valuations are practically concerned with
 the sickness and funeral liabilities brought to the Society by the
 adult members.
 It will be noted tbat under the heading of " total assets " is
 included the previous heading of " worth of capital." It was
 desirable to show the proportion which realised assets bore to
 prospective, since obviously it is by the increase of the latter that
 further advance towards the goal of full actuarial solvency must
 in the main be effected. It will at once be seen that whereas the
 total worth of capital, or realised assets, was, in round numbers,
 2,558,0001., and the present value of prospective assets, or future
 contributions, stood at 7,865,0001. twenty years ago, the figures in
 1890 had grown respectively to 6,076,oool. and 12,o67,0001., while
 the total liabilities had increased from 10,767,0001. to 18,774,0051.
 The deficiency amounts are set down in the gross, without the
 respective surpluses being regarded as a set off, because though the
 presence of such surpluses are in themselves a source of strength
 and stability to the Order as a whole, they are the property of
 certain individual lodges and members, and are not available for the
 reduction of the deficiencies shown in other lodges.
 The amount of decrease in the estimated deficiencies in the
 second valuation (1875) stands out in marked contrast with the
 results of the three subsequent quinquennial periods, and on the
 surface it looks as though a strong retrograde movement set in in
 the 1875-80 quinquennium, seeing that the gross deficiencies were
 double those of the previous quinquennium; that no financial
 progress, but rather the reverse, was effected in 1880-85, arid very
 little in the last quinquennium-the gross amount of deficiencies
 for the five years ending 1890 being only 27,0001. less than the
 amount for the years ending 1870. This is of course a mistake, as
 no allowance has been made for increased membership, since the
 number of members' lives under valuation in 1890 was over
 21 I I,00 in excess of the number twenty years previously. There
 has been very marked relative decrease in the amount of deficiencies.
 There is still the large reduction shown in the valuation of 1875
 to be accounted for. The key to the mystery lies in a subsequent
 non-realisation of the rate of interest calculated upon, 44 per cent.
 of the lodges having been valued at 4 per cent. Other causes also
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 operated in the valuation of 1880; special allowance was for
 the first time made for the extra risks or liabilities which
 were brought upon the Order by members who were engaged in
 mining or other hazardous occupations, and the additional
 estimate-again for the first time in operation-that single
 members will some day marry and bring in a wife's funeral
 liability.
 Valuation at a reduced rate of interest still continues to operate,
 and Mr. Reuben Watson, in his valuation of 188.5, did not see his
 way to allow for a continuance of a 4 per cent. valuation of the
 funds of lodges save in a trifle over 5 per cent. of the same; while
 in 1890 the valuer felt the imperative need of lowering the rate of
 interest employed to z2 per cent. in the case of lodges which were
 still content " with the low rate obtainable from savings banks or
 " consols."
 As regards the deficiency lodges, the valuer, Mr. Reuben
 Watson, has dealt at length with their position in the last valuation
 of the Order, but before we enter upon this portion of our subject,
 it is necessary to state that, although there was an-increase in the
 gross deficiencies in 1885, there was, as the valuer has pointed out,
 a still greater proportionate increase of assets and liabilities, so that
 "whereas the gross deficiency in 1880 was 9-65 per cent. of the
 "liabilities, it was in 1885 reduced to 8&6i per cent." In 1890 we
 find that oat of 3,62I lodges, or branches, under valuation, I,54,
 or 41x81 per cent., came out with a surplus, while 2,094, or 57-83
 per cent., show deficiencies, 13 being equal in the relation of assets
 to liabilities. This revealed an increase of i 59 solvent lodges since
 1885, an increase in percentage of 3-72, and the deficiency lodges
 had also decreased in number by 96-a decrease in percentage to
 the whole of 3-72. The following table shows the exact propor-
 tion of assets to liabilities in the deficiency lodges:-
 Nunher Percentage of all Perceltiape
 Rehltion of Assets to Liabilities.* of of tile Whole
 Lodges. Lodges in Deficiency. Nuniber of lodges.
 Over 95 and less than i 00 per cent. 541 25-83 14-94
 go ,, 95 , 398 1901 10I99
 8o ,, 90 ,, 593 28-31 6 38
 70 ,, 8o ,, 337 i6 io 9'31
 Under 70 per cent ....................... 225 10-75 6'2i
 2,094 100I00 5 7 83
 * "Valuation Report," 1890, p. xi.
 With the experienced valuer to whom the Order owes so much,
 we may at once dismiss those lodges in which the proportion of assets
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 to liabilities exceed 95 per cent. A very small fluctuation would
 bring to them full actuarial solvency, nor need we linger over those
 branches which show assets equal to go per cent. A slight im-
 provement in management, a little more careful supervision of
 sick pay, or a little more attention to the earning powers of capital,
 would at once set them well on the road to the desired goal. The
 total percentage, therefore, of lodges which we may dismiss from
 our present consideration, as practically solvent,' will be 68 io,
 leaving rather under 32 per cent. as requiring the immediate
 application of strong remedies, and of this 32 per cent., a little
 over 6 per cent., or 225, have assets which are under 70 per cent.
 of their liabilities.
 It was my intention to produce additional illustrations of
 finances from other of the societies with branches, but time will
 not allow. It may be said that the worth in the ? of such bodies
 varies from. 2 IS. 8d. in the Scottish Order of Oddfellows, and from
 over I8s. in the Locomotive Steam Engineers and Firemen's
 Society and in the Manchester Unity, to under 15s. and over ios.
 in certain Orders of the Mechanics, Free Gardeners, Sons of the
 Phoenix, &c. I subjoin the last valuation of an Order of 11,545
 members, in order to show how relatively large the deficiency is as
 compared with that either of the Foresters or Manchester Unity.
 I have not given the title of the society, because it is scarcely fair
 to pick out one and leave another, especially since I understand
 that the executive of the said society is engaged in the applica-
 tion of remedial measures:
 Dr. Liabilities. Assets. Cr.
 To present value of sickness ? By present value of contri- ?
 benefits ...... 314,610 butions to sick find ........} 13 7,417
 To present value of funeral 1 By present value of contri- 1
 allowamnes .....j........... butions to funeral fund.. j 36,497
 Capital in hand .36,414
 Deficiency ................ ...... 190,305
 390,633 39o,633
 I have designedly introduced this illustration in order to
 show the financial position of a society with branches such
 as the Manchester Unity, holding a position at one end of a
 comparative table of solvency, or worth in the ?, and another
 member of the same class that has to take a position at the other
 end. In the former illustration we have a society with total
 liabilities exceeding i82 millions, with a gross actuarial deficit
 of under i2 millions ; while in the latter we have a society which
 1 " Valuation Report," 1890, p. xii.
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 has to provide for a total liability of 39o,oool., but which, inclusive
 of realised and prospective assets, is in a position to do little more
 than meet half that liability. Well may the valuers append to
 the summary of the valuations of the several branches:-" This is
 " a very alarming state of things, which, if allowed to continue
 " and increase at the same rate" [io per cent. in defi6iency per
 member since the previous valuation] " will most assuredly result
 "in the total extinction of the Order in the near future."
 I must hasten on. In turningf to the class of large general
 or ceutralised societies, one naturally puts in the forefront the
 giant of the type-the well known Hearts of Oak. But, as
 Mr. Ralph P. Hardy, in a paper read before the Institute of
 Actuaries, has recently made an exhaustive inquiry into the
 question of friendly society finances so far as that society is
 concerned, I cannot do better than send inquirers to the fountain
 source. They will find in Mr. Hardy's paper-since issued in
 pamphlet form-a detailed, and, if it is not impertinent for an
 amateur to say so, strikingly lucid unfolding of the experience of
 the great leader of the centralised class. There is, however, another
 society that is general in the geographical area from which it draws
 membership-the Rational Sick and Burial Association-or which
 the valuer, Mr. E. J. Farnworth, Fellow of our Society, has
 given most elaborated and full details and comparisons. One of
 Mr. Farnworth's tables showing the comparative results of these
 valuations is given on p. 316.
 We are here face to face not only with reserved evidence of
 the effect of valuation at a reduced rate of interest, but with the
 still more startling effect of making financial allowance for the
 secession or lapsing of members. Perhaps I may be allowed to
 quote from a calculation made from Neison's " Foresters' experience
 as showing the financial value of secession, where no surrender
 value is given:-" Not allowing for lapses, ouit of 0oo,ooo members
 " joining at 18, there should be 71,353 remaining in the Order at
 " the age of 50; whereas, making allowances for lapses, there will
 only be, out of the same number, I5,325 left at the latter age in
 "the Order. In other words, that while 28,647 bad been paid for
 "at death, 56,028 had voluntarily left without pay ment " (" Mutual
 Thrift," p. 266).
 I now draw these fragments of observations to a close. It
 should be clearly understood that the few illustrations of the
 working of friendly society finance which 1 have ventured to
 bring to your notice have been selected simply because they were
 ready to hand, and, also, that no such illustrations could in any
 way be complete without the inclusion of the twin giants of the
 Oddfellows (M.U.) and Foresters. I have, fartber, restricted the
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 Pate of Total Estimated Estimated Deficiency per Member. Relative Worth in Rate
 Valuatio Numb Liablities Total Assets Deficiency Deficiency the ? of Tables used. Valuers Employed. Vauti f Libliis without Tabesusd. aler Emloed
 to Members. witlOUt Sece88ion8. witlout with Without With Without With Interest
 Becenlbet 31. Secessions. Recessions Secessions. Secessions. Secessions. Secessions. Secessions. used.
 l ? | ? | ? ? | ? s. d. ? s. d. |.d. s.d. ? |
 02
 1880 .....9,44 1 625,242 494,894 130,348 80,348 4 8 7 2 14 7 15 10 17 2 | % I.O.O.F.... Gomme and Z
 4I% I-0-0- Hatton I
 '86. 4z,773 1,025,935 757,868 268,067 193,067 6 5 4 4 10 3 14 9* 15 11 3W% ,, ... Walton
 I..... . 4 2I77 3 I5 I III II
 '91 . 6o,462 1,762,302 1,315,571 446,731 282,521 7 7 9 4 13 5 14 11 15 6 3 % A.O.F. ... E. J. Farnworth .
 * This amount was lowered by 5d. in the ? by the net method of valuation adopted, which has the effect of excluding the loading of the
 contributions for management, &c.
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 paper to a consideration of deficiencies, because it is with these
 that the financial reformer has to deal. It should also be clearly
 understood that I have not selected illustrations because results
 were either good or bad, but because certain details could be the
 more easily obtained. A brief summary of causes of deficiencies
 will, I trust, enable me to indicate remedial steps which it is
 advisable should be taken by the legislature with a view of steady
 advance along the path of progress. The amount of deficiencies
 set out in the return asked for by Mr. Chamberlain may not be so
 alarming as at first sight they appear, but there can be no question
 that, owing to increase, at compound rate of interest, prompt
 measures are imperative in order to reduce that amount.
 The causes and remedies contain nothing new or startling.
 I can but claim to present them in a consolidated form, and with
 a stress upon their prime importance that a somewhat extended
 acquaintance with the friendly society movement may warrant me
 in pressing home. There should, at the present stage of an
 inquiry into the weak places in the fabric of friendly society
 finance, be no need to affirm that, since the deficiencies we have
 had under consideration are for the most part the result of many
 years' lack of clear actuarial knowledge-are so largely due to
 errors of a past-heroic measures for the attainment, at a single
 bound, of the goal of solvency are altogether out of place and
 impracticable in application. The path to full financial security
 must, at the best, be no more than a steady breasting of the Hill
 Difficulty, a sustained and oftentimes slow movement in the direc-
 tion of the much to be desired end. The strong language which
 some outside critics are wont to indulge in is altogether beside the
 mark. Education, not denunciation, must be the leading factor in
 a permanent improvement of the present position.
 It must further be made clear that in all classes of societies it is
 the rule that the question of deficiencies is being faced, and that
 the respective central authorities are taking steps to improve,
 without delay, the financial position of branches which are below
 a specified degree of solvency. My purpose is to see what outside
 assistance may be given to such laudable endeavours.
 LEADING CAUSES OF DEFICIENCIES AND SUGGESTED REMEDIES.
 I. Insufficiency of Annual Premiums, or Members' Contributions,
 to carry the Benefits Insured.
 This, of course, would operate far more in some societies than
 in others. It at once condemns all tables or schemes of contribu-
 tions which have not been certified by an actuary. Such tables
 may be sufficient, but Ewe have no warrant that they are, and in
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 the vast majority of non-registered bodies it is manifest by com-
 parison that the tables in use are insufficient. But this insuffici-
 ency is not restricted to non-registered societies; unfortunatelyr
 it obtains to a very considerable extent in some of our larger
 registered bodies. The large deficiency in the Rational Sick and
 Burial is principally due to this cause, and the revised monthly
 payments contained in the report of the Finance Committee
 presented to the delegate meeting of 1893 would raise the old
 payments 4d. per month per member. But the meeting felt that
 so large an increase could not be carried into effect without
 causing a devastating flood of secessions. Revised tables have been
 since adopted and registered which, though they cannot be said
 to be all one could desire, are calculated to make for securer
 financial ground. Other societies have adopted a policy of
 sufficient tables, but have limited them to new membership, not
 having the courage to make them retrospective. Again, even in
 societies which have sound actuarial tables in use, in a number of
 branches the rate of interest-in some instances 32 per cent.-on
 which the tables are calculated, has not been realised, hence
 another cause of deficiencies. Two reasons in chief may be given:
 (1) it is felt that many members, especially in agricultural districts,
 would plead inability to pay increased contributions; (2) competi-
 tion for cheapness causes societies to undersell the benefits they
 offer. The former of these reasons will be presently dealt with.
 With regard to the second I can only see one effective remedy,
 namely, that set forth in a resolution introduced by the Manchester
 Unity at the recent Conference of Friendly Societies held in
 London, and seconded by the reader of this paper, on behalf of
 the United Sisters', Suffolk Unity:
 " That the Parliamentary representative of the Order be
 "requested to interview the Lords of the Treasury, to induce
 them, in the interest of the public, to propose to Parliament an
 amendment to the Friendly Societies Act of 1875, to prevent
 societies enrolling members by promising larger benefits than
 "the contributions can meet."
 "Proposed Amendment of the Friendly Societies Act, 1875,
 "38 and 39 Vict., cap. 60, article 10. par. 5, clause (C). To
 "add the following words after the word ' optional' :-'But
 "'should the tables in use in any society be considered by the
 'registrar to be insufficient to pay for the assurance promised, he
 'shall compel the society to increase its contributions or decrease
 "' its benefits in order to prevent insolvency. Should any society
 "'adopt or continue to use tables of payments and benefits not
 'certified by a member of the Society of Actuaries within two
 "'years after the passing of this Act, it shall incur a penalty of
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 " ' 251. for every month it continues to violate the provisions
 ' contained in this clause.' "
 Such amendment would kill non-actuarial tables, and would
 practically be an extension of a proviso already in operation, to
 the effect that the tables for contributions for superannuation, or
 deferred annuities, must be certified by some actuary approved by
 the Treasurv. The proposed extension would strengthen the
 hands of the friendly society leaders and cut the root of
 objection, namely, the fear that the partial application of sneh
 reform would tend to increase the membership of those inferior
 societies who did not adopt it, and which would continue to under-
 sell a sound article of insurance. The remedy, in other words,
 should be made universal in operation. This is not in itself a new
 proposal, havilng been from time to time in past years introduced
 into both Houses of Parliament. But the above occasion is the
 first on which it has been brought forward by a great friendly
 society sitting in delegate conference with lkindred societies. A
 large measure of support was awarded it, and the proposal was only
 lost on division through some doubt as to eqnity in application,
 arising out of the question whether the registrar could maike
 allowance for the interest of funds, or realised assets, cominll: to
 the assistance of tables of contributions which otherwise might not
 be deemed as sufficient.
 Another amendment of the Act of 1875 is required to make the
 proposed remedy universal in application, and this was carried at
 the conference, with strong expressions of feeling in support. It
 reads as follows: "That, in the opinion of this conference, the
 "Friendly Societies Act should be further amended by making it
 "compulsory upon all benefit societies to register under the Act,
 and providing penalties for meeting or transacting business until
 " they are so registered."
 I venture to express a firm conviction, shared in by many
 other delegates at the conference, that it is only by the aid of such
 legislative enactments as the foregoing that the bulk of friendly
 societies wcvill eventually be in a position to attain the goal of
 actuarial solvency.
 1I. The Payment of Old Age Pensions or Annuities under the guise
 of Sickness Benefits.
 It is a well recognised truth that the best of tables will be
 made of none effect unless a society is also under sound and
 economic management; while first and foremost among the essentials
 of such management stands supervision of sick claims. In the
 present condition of things old members have received, and are
 receiving, as sick pay, weekly annuities which cover the loss of
 VOL. LVIII. PART II. y
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 earning powers arising from the disability of old age, and which
 have never been paid for. It is overlooked--oftentimes advisedly
 -that senile decay, a natural process, is not specific sickness. A
 friendly society sickness benefit was never intended to do more
 than secure the beneficiary against that loss of earnings which is
 liable to befall him during his working period of life. The period
 of past work should be separately insured for. And because this
 has not been, and is not, the rule, a beavy and increasing strain is
 put upon sick funds, a strain, moreover, which they were never
 built to bear.
 The following figures, treating of old districts in a large society
 with branches, will give the difference between the sickness ex-
 pected, according to Neison's Foresters' experience, and that
 actually experienced:
 Expected weeks ................ 4,968 Experienced ................ io,i96
 , 52s775 j. ..........., 81,780
 ,, ................ 7,775 .................... 19,517
 Hence a prime cause of deficiencies. The only adequate remedy
 is a further amendment of the Act, that sickness contracts should
 cease to run beyond 60 or 65 years of age. The disability of old
 age will then receive separate treatment, and a long step will have
 been taken to bring societies nearer to solvency, while adequate
 contributions will be made easier for agricultural and other ranks
 of unskilled labour.
 III. Inefficient Valuation and no Valuation.
 I have already dealt with this. The one adequate remedy, in my
 opinion, is for the home government to follow the example of the
 government of New Zealand, and grant free valuation with sufficient
 guarantees of efficiency. Indeed such a privilege would seem to
 naturally accompany the obligation upon all societies to register.
 Much more might be added; but the paper has already over-
 stepped its limits. In conclusion, I can only say that the time has
 fully come in the history of the Friendly SocietyMovement,when it is
 the bounden duty of the State, for the paramount welfare of the
 community, to wisely and judiciously assist by legislation the
 friendly societies of our country, as national monuments of
 working class mutual thrift, to set their house in order, and to
 encourage the financial leaders among these societies to persevere,
 by removing from the path of progress certain stumbling blocks
 and impediments which, at the worst, bar the way or, at the best,
 retard the pace. Provided such timely, enabling, aid is given, the
 financial outlook is full of hope, for the realisation of impending
 dangers is being increasingly felt, and the reforming spirit from
 within grows stronger day by day.
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 DISCUSSION on Mr. BRABROOK's and Mr. WILKINSON'S PAPERS.
 MR. A. H. BAILEY thought that Mr. Brabrook's paper might
 with advantage have been restricted to friendly societies alone.
 In his summary he had spoken of the funds of various institu-
 tions as consisting of over 240,000,000l., but that total included
 144,000,0001. (6o per cent. of the whole) invested in savings banks,
 and a large proportion of the depositors in the latter were the
 children of the well-to-do classes, who had nothing to do with
 friendly societies. Trades unions, again, were not provident in-
 stitutions. Building societies were also verv different. In former
 years, building societies consisted principally of borrowing and
 lending members, the former paying an annual contribution for a
 term rather above the actual rent, in return for which the investing
 members lent them the money to buy their own houses. That had
 not worked very successfully; but the gigantic speculative societies
 of the present day were very far from being provident societies.
 In going through Mr. Wilkinson's paper, he had been struck
 with Table II, in which the deficiencies and surpluses of societies and
 branches had each been summed up. But in any society the funds
 were definite amounts, whereas the liabilities were merely estimates,
 and could not be taken as accurate like the liabilities of a bank or
 commercial body. It was more difficult to estimate these liabilities
 for a friendly society than for an insurance society, in which,
 knowing the laws of mortality, they were on firm ground. Sick-
 ness was a different matter, varying much according to the
 occupation, and it was necessary to base the estimates of sick
 liability on the actual experience of the particular society. No-
 doubt the funds were often very deficient, but the real cause in
 most cases was insufficiency of the premium, and the only real
 remedy was to raise the contribution or diminish the benefit, and
 of the two methods the second only was probably practicable. In
 future cases he thought the benefits should be restricted simply to
 sickness, payments ceasing at a certain age, and that the contribu-
 tion should increase with age. A fund would of course have to be
 kept for contingencies, but otherwise the year's contributions
 would pay the year's claims. No burial payments should be given
 at all: these could be obtained from insurance societies, of which
 there was one at present in existence with I i,oooooo members.
 Mr. R. P. HARDY agreed with Mr. Brabrook as to the growing
 prosperity of friendly societies, but perhaps on different grounds.
 He considered friendly societies to be prospering only when he
 found a more perfect realisation of the idea lying at the root of
 these associations, or when he found that the difference between
 poverty and comfort was being gradually lessened. He could not
 accept mere figures, or the mere increase of amounts, without com-
 Y 2
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 paring them with the growth of the correlative population. A
 larger number of members and vast funds meant nothing, unless
 they were measured against the events to which they were corre-
 lative. Mr. Brabrook had not taken this into consideration, and,
 when he stated as satisfactory evidence of growth that the Royal
 Liver Society's funds, for instance, had increased by 57 per cent.
 during the ten years, that mnight, as a matter of arithmetic, be
 )erfectly trie, but it did not imply real progress; it merely meant
 that the society had accumulated further reserves in proportion
 to its liabilities. He agreed with Mr. Bailey that Mr. Brabrook's
 collection of facts was open to serious objection. Building
 societies were the resort of small capitalists, not of men living by
 labour; and loan societies were a very doubtful form of thrift.
 He would ask why the author had omitted to include the industrial
 I ife insurance societies, which had funds contributed by the
 working classes amounting to 20,000,0001.; juvenile friendly
 societies had also been overlooked. There was more overlapping
 in the various investments than Mr. Brabrook would seem to allow.
 He would further have beeal glad if the author had shown the
 extent to which women were protected under the various friendly
 society arrangements, as he thought such was very insufficient.
 Mr. Brabrook stated that the increase of funds in friendly societies
 was (luP to their having absorbed their deficiencies; he himself
 felt strongly that the increase was due to entirely different causes.
 With regard to Mr. Wilkinson's paper, he thought that, upon
 proper valuation, some of the surpluses would disappear, and that
 some of the deficiencies, serious as they were, would be increased,
 though even these adjustments did not imply the harm most people
 suggested. There were many banks and building societies which
 would not like to undergo such a scrutiny as was implied in an
 actuarial valuation, and he thought the working man came out
 very well on the whole. He did not think that force was any
 remedy, or that legislation should be tried as a remedy: the work-
 ino, man knew exactly what he wanted, and would not admit ally
 curtailment of his liberty of combination.
 Mr. E. W. BRABROOK said that he must express his sincere
 regret that a long-standing engagement prevented his remaining
 to the end of the discussion. His object had been simply to present
 to the Society a number of details concerning the societies with
 which he had officially to deal. It was to the Legislature that
 Mr. Bailey and Mr. Hardy must direct their criticisms for putting
 certain societies in connection with the registry office, and excluding
 industrial assurance companies. He had only given figures de-
 rived from documents actually in his own official possession. The
 juvenile societies were included among the friendly societies, though
 no special attention had been drawn to them. He differed from
 Mr. Bailey in considering that trades unions were not provident
 societies; he thought that when a man contributed his savings in
 order to have the means in future of applying a larger sum to
 provident purposes, he was doing a very provident act indeed.
 He would like to add that, although the two papers were read
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 together, each author was responsible for his own views only, and
 be did not assent to the recommendations made by MIr. Wilkinsou.
 No actuary could conscientiously certify to a set of tables for a
 friendly society of 20 members, and he did not think the Legis-
 lature ought to ask any actuary to do it. He was certain that all
 proposals to make registration compulsory would be futile, and
 could serve no useful purpose.
 MAr. M. N. ADLER considered that, irrespective of the valuable
 statistics as to thrift which the chief reegistrar had adduced, they
 ought to be grateful to him for calling attention to the working of
 the friendly societies at the end of the twenty years during which
 the Act of 1875 had been in operation. There were two main
 principles involved in that Act: one was to make every friendly
 society, however small, submit annually an audited statement of
 income and expenditure, also of its funds and effects, to the central
 registry. This measure at once introduced system and business-
 like book-keeping into every society, and had worked very well.
 The second point insisted upon in the Act was a periodical
 valuation of the assets and liabilities-the object being to bring
 before every member a knowledge as to the solvency of the society.
 He questioned whether this object had been attained. There was
 no clause in the Act directing the management to lay the result of
 the actuary's valuation before a meeting of the members. A
 return of a technical character had to accompany the actuary's
 report, and both had to be sent to the central registry, where they
 were filed. The Act provided that a copy of the last quinquennial
 valuation should be hung0l up at the registered office of the society.
 In the case of the smaller societies, however. the registered office
 was generally in an out-of-the-way spot-often in a garret, seldonm,
 if ever, visited by the members. He doubted whether copies of
 the valuation returns sent to the registrar were retained by most
 of the societies, and even if this were done, how many members
 could understand the actuary's report ? Of course, the case of
 the affiliated and other great societies was very different, for they
 were offlcered by men who thoroughly grasped what was wanted,
 and who made the members understand, and eventually got them
 to adopt the actuary's recommendations. Something ought to be
 done for the small societies that had not such advantages. He
 thought that a summary of the valuation in simple words should
 appear in each year's annual return; also that the registrar should
 bring gentle pressure to bear upon insolvent societies, and urge
 upon them to take steps towards meeting the deficiency disclosed
 by the actuary.' He trusted that all those who were interested in
 the welfare of friendly societies would see that no efforts were
 spared in future, so that all societies might derive the utmost
 benefit from the periodical valuations which entailed so much
 labour and expense.
 Mr. J. J. STOCKALL had nothing to criticise in Mr. Brabrook's
 l It appears that such a course has of late been adopted.
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 paper, which was simply a statement of facts showing remarkable
 progress in every one of the institutions dealt with by the
 registrar in his office. Considering that all these institutions
 were self-governed, and had sprung out of the working classes
 themselves, the figures showed the exent to which thrift had laid
 hold of the people. He disagreed with Mr. Wilkinson as to the
 utility of legislating for friendly societies. They had had legis-
 lation for a hundred years now, culminating in the Act of 1875.
 The great feature of that Act was the publicity given to the
 societies' proceedings. if such publicity could be extended to
 every society, registered or unregistered, it would be very
 beneficial; nothing could forward the interest of thrift more than
 having the facts concerning the societies known not only to them-
 selves but to all the world. The Manchester Unity of Oddfellows
 had in 1870 published to the world the result of their valuations,
 notwithstanding the facts it disclosed and the possibility of the
 result of that publication being to retard the numerical progress
 of the society. So far from this action having been an evil, it had
 been of the greatest good in inculcating on all friendly societies
 the necessity of the quinquennial stock taking. Had the Ancient
 Order of Foresters done the same in 1870, they would now have
 been in a better position than they are (not that be was in any
 way reflecting on the Foresters, but he was simply using them as
 an illustration). The Act of 1875 having compelled these societies
 to reveal their position, the Foresters and all other affiliated orders
 were now putting themselves in order in a remarkable manner.
 These orders would influence the whole world. The agitation
 about old age pensions was due simply to the fact that the friendly
 societies had published their proceedings to the world. Friendly
 societies were working out their own salvation in their own way,
 and no legislation was required, except to give the societies liberty
 to consolidate their present position and to extend their work to
 earlier periods of life. Twenty years ago there were no juvenile
 societies; now the old societies were not to be compared with them
 actuarially; if these juvenile societies were continued on sound
 principles, and the membership extended to the end of life, they
 all might be made permanently solvent. Most people were
 desirous of seeing women's societies established, but all actuaries
 knew that there were difficulties not met with in the case of male
 societies. It was impossible to tell whether a woman was really
 ill or malingering. Still he believed that the question would be
 solved, and largely by the friendly societies themselves. The
 difficulty was that actuaries had not sufficient data on which to
 construct proper tables of contributions and benefits. With the
 establishment of reliable female societies one of the greatest
 difficulties with regard to old age pensions would be removed, for
 there were about three aged female paupers to one male. He was
 sorry time would not permit his pursuing the several matters
 referred to in Mlr. Wilkinson's paper, some of which he agreed
 with, but others he was entirely opposed to, none the less he
 wished to give him credit for desiring to render service to all
 sound methods of thrift.
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 Mr. R. W. MOFFREY said that Mr. Wilkinson must be thanked
 for having made known to the reading world the existence of a
 large body of societies covering this country. These societies had
 done a great deal of good, and whatever errors they might have
 fallen into were due, not to want of will to remedy them, but
 to want of knowledge; legislative interference was therefore not
 needed. It was true that a representative meeting at Southampton
 had passed a resolution which might have been interpreted in
 favour of such an interference; but this had been hastily done,
 and in the following year at Northampton a proposal to prepare a
 Bill for introduction to Parliament providing for State interference
 with the tables and regulations had been decidedly negatived.
 Mr. Wilkinson recommended that the State should forbid the use
 of any but certified tables, but, as Mr. Brabrook had already said,
 no actuary could certify a table applicable to all circumstances.
 They would be utterly inadequate in the hands of men determined
 to evade them or careless of seeing them properly carried out.
 Compulsory government tables would prove an ignis fatuus, lead-
 ing the public to believe that there was absolute security, when all
 depended on good management. He might be in favour of causing
 all sick allowance to cease at the age of 65, but there again he
 would prefer that the societies should work out their own salvation.
 He must also thank Mr. Wilkinson for enforcing attention to the
 need of female societies, by the establishment and support of the
 United Sisters' Friendly Society, without which he believed that
 the question of female friendly societies would not have attained
 the prominence now accorded it.
 Mr. A. CHAPMAN, as representing the Ancient Order of Foresters;
 said that the only way in which the Legislature could in any sense
 aid them was by having patience. The societies were fully alive
 to the position in which they stood, and were thoroughly anxious
 that the time should come when they would be able to say that
 they were worth 20s. in the ?. They had welcomed the publicity
 and security afforded by the Act of 1875, and had to some extent
 given up their freedom by being registered, and rendering thiem-
 selves liable to a quinquennial valuation. He knew as a fact that
 these valuation reports were more and more discussed in the
 separate courts and lodges, and that the members were beginning
 to understand the main principles of the valuation. The members
 of his society were strenuously opposed to the compulsion advocated
 by Mr. Wilkinson. The means of publicity, and of bringing home
 to the members the true state of the case, were quite ample, and
 they could trust to the intelligence and honesty of the members to
 bring about the desired result.
 Rev. J. FROME WILKINSON, replying to Mr. Bailey, said that 1he
 had carefully noted in the paper that the deficiencies were estimates
 only, and that they should not be treated in the same way as the
 surpluses. Mr. Stockall and Mr. Moffrey had credited him with
 advocating a demand for compulsory powers from Parliament, but
 he had carefully stated that a demand for State interference with
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 such societies as had not actuarial tables had been madpe in the
 first instance at an annual meeting of the Manchester Unity of
 Oddfellows. He could not agree that that resolution had been
 hastily adopted; it had been so carefully done, that it was incor-
 porated in a suggestion brought by their representatives before
 the Committee of the Annual Friendly Societies' Conference. He
 must defend himself from the imputation of introducing from out-
 side the recommendation that no society ought to be allowed to
 continue without proper certified actuarial tables. He could not
 himself be considered as an outsider, for he was a financial member
 of two societies as well as President of a third, and he was only
 following in the footsteps of the great Manchester Unity. The
 Friendly Societies Conference had also by a large majority recorded
 its opinion that the Act should be further amended by making it
 compulsory on all benefit societies to register. He agreed with
 the speakers as to what bad already been done by friendly societies
 to improve their financial position, but he wanted to help them to
 do more. He had opposed both propositions in the past, because
 it had been sought to impose them from outside by parliamentary
 interference, independently of the opinion of friendly societies them.
 selves. One of these principles was now to be incorporated in a
 Bill which the friendly societies were asking the Government to
 introduce, and was supported by almost every society he was
 acquainted with.
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